
     

PARKING REGULATIONS 

 

 

1) From 1st June to 31st August the entrance in the camping is forbidden to cars. 
 

2) The entrance is allowed exclusively on the day of arrival and on the day of departure for 

equipment load and unloads operations. At the end of these operations and during for all 

the stay, the car has to be placed in the external car park.  

During the stay any derogation is admitted, for any other reasons (shopping, cylinders 

load/unload etc). Extraordinary case will be evaluated by the Front Office.   
 

3) A single car parking for only one car is assigned to the customers. If you have a second car, it 

has to be parked outside the car parking, except in case of specific agreements with the Front 

Office. 

Therefore, each customer is allowed to park his car exclusively in the assigned space. Any cars 

that will be found outside this space will be removed without any notice. Moreover, the 

expenses for this operation will be charged to the owner.  
 

4) The parking is completely surrounded, floodlit and there are a pedestrian gate, an automatic gate 

and two anti-intrusion bars. Inside the parking you have to circulate according to the road 

regulations. The automatic gate is open every day from 07.00 am to 11.00 pm. During the 

remaining time (11.00 pm - 07.00 am) it will be closed. Therefore, you will have to use the 

badge, which opens the pedestrian gate, the automatic gate and the two bars. The Front Office 

reserves to modify this timing in case of needs, and this will be opportunely communicated to 

the Customers. 

At the entrance: use the badge to open the automatic gate first and then the bar. At the exit: use 

the green button on the column to open the automatic gate, and then use the badge to open the 

bar.  

Bar and automatic gate will automatically. On the contrary, you always have to follow with 

your hand the pedestrian gate. We recommend customers to check the closing in order to 

guarantee more security inside the parking. 
 

5) The parking is not guarded. It is only insured against fire and theft. Therefore the Front 

Office is not responsible for any other damage to cars or objects left inside the cars. 

Responsible of these damages to cars, parking and its furnishings (such as fence, bars, gates 

etc.), will be pay the caused damages  
 

6) The Front Office gives the badge directly to the customer at the registration, after a 20,00 euros 

caution has been paid. It is strictly confidential and you are not allowed to give it to third 

parties. Moreover, you have to give the badge back to Front Office at the end of the vacation, 

after you received the caution back.  

During all the vacation the Customer is responsible of badge and his car park. Loss or 

damage of badge cause the retention of the by the Front Office. 

Receiving the badge and signing the form behind this regulation automatically mean that you 

accept this rules, the camping rules and their eventual changes. 

 

 

 



 

      

    

 

 

Lido Scacchi, ……………… 

 

 

The undersigned, …………., occupying the park number…………., declares to 

receive by the Camping Ancora Front Office the badge to enter the reserved car 

park space in the external parking.  

I read and I undertake to carefully respect the “Parking Regulations” 

printed behind this paper.  
 

I know the parking is not guarded and it is insured only against fire and theft; 

therefore, Camping Ancora refuses any responsibility for other damages. 
 

I authorize the Front Office to remove my car, or the cars under my 

responsibility, without notice in the following cases: 

- If the car is parked in a space that is not assigned to me. Any expenses for 

this operation will be charged to me.  

- In case of need or urgent sudden reasons.  
 

The car I will use the assigned park space for is: brand/model 

…………………………   number plate……………………… . 
 

Moreover, I declare that the car is insured against (check the squares): 

Rc auto Insurance  Kasko        Insurance  

Theft  Vandalic actions         Fire 

 

 

“The Front Office reserves the right to ask 20,00 euros as caution for the badge. 

You will receive the amount back as soon as you will give us back the badge. In 

case of loss or damages to the badge we will keep the 20,00 euros or we will 

charged 20,00 euros on your account” 
 

 

Car Park number____________ 

Faithfully 

 

___________________ 
               (Legible signature)  

 

  
 

 

 


